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1. Introduction
Packet classification is required to achieve high throughput while fitting into a commodity memory hierarchy. Therefore, fewer memory accesses and a reasonable memory footprint are the main concerns when designing a packet classification algorithm. Recent work proposed a hybrid packet classification solution incorporating both software and TCAM-based approaches. Specifically, SAX-PAC\textsuperscript{1} observed that real-life packet classification rules can be represented by a few groups of order-independent rules. In each group, any two rules do not intersect and can possibly be separated on a fraction of fields, reducing the complexity of the classifier. Consequently, it has been suggested that the order-independent groups be handled by existing software algorithms, and the rest of the rules (the order-dependent part) be handled by TCAM. However, SAX-PAC did not design specific software algorithms for order-independent rules. For these rules, existing algorithms are still inefficient in terms of classification speed. Decision-tree algorithms, the state-of-the-art software approach, always traverse tens of tree nodes in order to identify the matching rule. Speed is further decreased when packets need to match multiple order-independent groups.

This paper proposes BitCuts, a bit-level decision-tree algorithm targeting a promising classification speed on order-independent rules. Our evaluation shows that BitCuts only requires \textasciitilde30\%-40\% of the number of memory accesses of existing algorithms and still achieves small a memory footprint on large rulesets.

2. Bit-level Separability of Order-Independent Rules
Consider an example of three order-independent rules in Figure 1, each specifying arbitrary ranges on three fields. These rules are “order-independent” since each pair of the rules does not intersect. Also, the first two fields (bits 0-3 and 4-7, as shown in the dashed boxes) can guarantee this property. Figure 1 also illustrates how bits classify order-independent rules efficiently. Field ranges are converted to prefixes for ease of understanding.

It is shown that a classifier based on bits 1 and 5 is sufficient to separate all of the rules. These bits partition the rules into four subsets. The resulting subsets are stored in an array of buckets, where each bucket is indexed by the concatenated bit values and contains a pointer to the actual rule. It is found that the rules are “fully separated” in these buckets, meaning that each bucket contains at most one rule.

For example, to classify a packet with header \{0111, 1101, 1111\}, the classification process includes: Masking the packet header fields with \{0100, 0100, 0000\} and filtering out the bits at non-zero mask positions, which is “01” in this case; Indexing to bucket “01” and conducting a “false positive check” with all fields to verify if it matches with rule R\textsubscript{2}. In the worst-case, the classification only requires one access to the root bucket, one to the leaf, and a final access to the possible matching rule, dramatically reducing the number of memory accesses.

It can be proved that all of the rules in an order-independent group can be “fully separated” by selecting an appropriate set of bits [2]. To adopt this property for larger rulesets, a naïve solution is to find \textit{l} bits that “fully separates” the rules and construct the corresponding \textit{2^l} buckets, as shown in Figure 1. Table 1 shows the number of required bits \textit{l} to “fully separate” our evaluated order-independent rulesets, generated with the heuristic proposed in [1]. However, the number of required bits is always prohibitively high, making this solution impractical due to the memory footprint of the \textit{2^l} buckets.

3. BitCuts Design
To reduce the number of memory accesses as well as achieve a moderate memory size, we propose the “BitCuts” approach. BitCuts fully utilizes the bit-level separability of order-independent rules and constructs a multi-layer decision-tree to classify incoming packets. An example of resulting data structure and classifying procedure is shown in Figure 2. BitCuts first accesses the root bucket, fetches a bitmask with 10 selected bit positions, and masks the packet header against this bitmask. The concatenated bit values index to another intermediate bucket on the next layer, which contains a bitmask and a bucket array pointer for the next access. This recursion stops until it reaches a leaf bucket, and then a false positive check is conducted to get...
the final match. In a nutshell, BitCuts’ multi-layer design has the following advantages over the naïve solution:

**Better rule separation.** On upper layers, each subset in the bucket array always requires a different set of bits in order to be divided further. With the constraint of maintaining a reasonable memory size, BitCuts’ multi-layer design is able to select the best bits to divide each subset, thus making use of more bits than naïve solution.

**Smaller memory size.** The size of each subset varies among different buckets. Some of the subsets are relatively small and might not need additional bits for further dividing, while some might be large and require more bits. Our multi-layer design will prevent the space inflation resulting from unnecessarily dividing very small subsets.

The pseudocode for building BitCuts decision-trees is shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm iteratively calls `bit_select` and adds the selected bit to the bitmask. Currently, `bit_select` uses a greedy strategy: it tries to add one unused bit to the existing bitmask, splits the ruleset, and gets the maximum size among all the resulting subsets. After a trail with each unused bit, the greedy algorithm selects the bit with the lowest maximum size.

As shown in line 8, the bit selection stops when the fraction of “inseparable” subsets, which will be explained later, exceeds the pre-defined threshold. If `L` bits are selected at this point, the algorithm checks each of the resulting `2^L` subsets. If the subset is “inseparable”, the algorithm constructs the corresponding leaf bucket. If not, the subset needs to be divided further by constructing a bitmask and bucket array for the next layer.

The goal of calculating the fraction of “inseparable” subsets (`insep_fraction_calculate`) is to determine when to stop the bit selection on the current layer, which is fundamental to achieve a good trade-off between classification speed and memory size. To figure out whether a subset is “inseparable”, an obvious criterion is that buckets with no more than 1 rule are naturally “inseparable”. On the other hand, adding one additional bit to further divide small subsets is not efficient since it doubles the bucket number on the current layer but provides limited savings in the number of memory accesses. Currently we judge a subset as “inseparable” if its size is no more than 2.

### 4. Evaluation

We evaluate BitCuts on order-independent groups generated by the algorithm proposed in [1] and compare the performance with two other decision-tree algorithms, HyperCuts [3] and HyperSplit [4]. Table 1 shows the memory access count and the size of the resulting data structure. It’s shown that BitCuts greatly reduce the number of memory accesses. In the worst case, the BitCuts memory access count is ~42% that of HyperSplit and ~30% that of HyperCuts. On average, the BitCuts memory access count is only ~35% that of HyperSplit and ~40% that of HyperCuts. When comparing memory size, BitCuts is 2.3x that of HyperSplit and 1.6x that of HyperCuts, on average. For the evaluated 10k rules, the memory size is still reasonable and the data structures could easily fit into the cache. For rulesets that require fewer bits (e.g. order-independent groups 0 and 1 of `fw10k`), BitCuts achieves the lowest memory size because it requires much fewer intermediate nodes.

### 5. Conclusion and Future Work

To accelerate software-based classification for order-independent rules, this work proposes BitCuts, a bit-level decision-tree algorithm for fast packet classification. BitCuts is proved promising to achieve much fewer memory accesses compared to existing algorithms while maintaining a reasonable memory footprint. Our future work includes efforts to improve the efficiency of the bit selection algorithm, and further evaluations on real traffic.
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